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Subject:  Clarification of the HOGE Power Check vs. Turbine Engine Power Assurance Check

Area of Concern: Helicopter Operations

Distribution:  Agency-wide

Discussion:

/s/ Thomas A. Cook

National Helicopter Standardization Pilot

USDA Forest Service

/s/ J. Kent Hamilton

Branch Chief, Aviation

Safety Management Systems

USDA Forest Service 

Recent questions and actions from field personnel have indicated confusion between the Turbine Engine Power 

Check and the Hover-Out-of-Ground Effect (HOGE) Power Check.   The confusion is attributed, in part, to vague 

language in the current Interagency Helicopter Operations Guide (IHOG) where there are multiple references to 

“Engine Power Check”. This wording does not distinguish the type of check and is potentially causing confusion 

with regard to the information that is required when conducting one or the other checks.  The two different types of 

power checks are clarified below: 

1.The Turbine Engine Power Assurance check: A contractual requirement that ensures that the engine is 

producing minimum specification power. This check includes recording instrument indications at a given 

altitude and temperature and entered on a chart found in the Rotorcraft Flight Manual that will indicate 

that the engine is able to produce minimum specification. This check also includes a trend monitoring 

procedure that will display a graph of the trends.

2.The HOGE Power Check: This check is a flight maneuver that provides the pilot with critical 

performance information on power available to complete a takeoff and/or landing. As a result of the 

helicopter accident in Weaverville, CA in 2008, the NTSB recommended (A-10-163) that the agency 

require a hover-out-of-ground-effect power check to be performed before every takeoff carrying 

passengers from Heli-spots in confined areas, pinnacles, and ridgelines. The task was developed and 

inserted into the Interagency Helicopter Pilot Practical Test Standards (IHPPTS) in 2012. Inspector Pilots 

have been ensuring that pilots are aware of and can correctly perform the requirement during evaluations.  

This task does not involve recording instrument indications and tracking.

The Forest Service also now requires the performance of hover-out-of-ground (HOGE) power checks for all 

take-offs associated with pinnacles, ridgelines and confined areas that prevent level acceleration through effective 

translational lift (ETL).  For further information on the HOGE Power Check, refer to Tech Bulletin # IATB 

17-01

For any questions, contact a Helicopter Inspector Pilot or Tom Cook, U.S. Forest Service National 

Helicopter Standardization Pilot @ 208-861-3059, or email thomascook@fs.fed.us
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